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For this alarm system. the angle sensor will detect the changes of the angle of the wall in tunnels, in certain
d'2grees. The sensors will detect the changes of the angles according to the movement of the soil in the tunnels. Two
Ie 'leis of angle are set to the sensors that are dangerous level (5°) and critical angle (10°). Any of the sensors will be
activated once it detects thcse changes of angles. When the sensor is activated for the dangerous level, the alarm and
tl,,~ spotlights will be turned on. With the alarms turn on, the victims in further distance can be able to receive the
'.'-arning sound that landslidc or soil erosion is happening. Apart from that, with the spotlights turned on, the
cundilion in the tunncls will be brightened so that the victims inside the tunnels can be ablc to run away for their
s.lfety. On the other hand, if the angles sensor is activated for the critical level, the alarm light will be turned on, as
'.'-ell as the alarm and the spotlight. This is to give warning to the victims inside the tunnel that the landslide or the
soil erosion has come to an alarming stage. They need to take further action, for instance bring along their belongings
and run away faster for their safety.

c.{)nclusion

t\'lore often than not, these accidents happen without expectation, especially during raining days. This project play an
e:(trcmely important part to give early alert or early alarm warning to the users, includes the workers in tunnel when
th:re is any symptoms of happening landslides in tunnels. This is important to ensure that the victims realize about
th: dangerous and will then run away as fast as possible for their sL.ety. On the other hand, the project provides not
only spotlight to brighten the ways along the tunnels, but also alarm and warning light to give higher alert to victims.
This is important to ensure the victims in further distance realize about the dangerous as well.
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